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					Every Mediablockchain Platform

				

				A new media ecological
public blockchain for
unbundling BAADD media

			

			
				Same but Different Media
				Every Media blockchain Platform creates a decentralized media ecosystem 
with content creators, users, and advertisers through Blockchain. Although blockchain is most commonly linked with cryptocurrencies 
such as bitcoin, the new technology has the potential to be used in a variety of industries. Blockchain has the potential to alter 
a number of areas in the media and entertainment industry, particularly those where participants would benefit from the security and 
 transparency  that blockchain provides, such as payment distribution, funding, monetization, and contract enforcement. The majority 
of consumers prefer bitcoin transactions since it allows for micropayments. You can also take advantage of Bitcoin Pro, an automated 
trading software that provides high-return bitcoin trading chances.  Visit https://kryptoszene.de/bitcoin-robot/bitcoin-pro/ for 
 detailed information.
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			What we doThe most ideal compensation mechanism suggested by EMP
 

			
				

				

			

		

		
			
				
					
						Content Creators

						to receive fair rewards for
content created by them 
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						Advertisers

						to make transparent advertising
with reasonable fees
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						The Press 

						to do independent,
self-sustaining business
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						Developers

						to easily implement
block-chained media services
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						Users

						to participate actively by receiving
compensation through distribution 
of content and declaration of intent
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			Interview

		

		
			
					Interview
	Blockchain Magnifier


				The Future of Blockchain Media Platform and the Value of EMP

				
						Full
	part 1/4
	part 2/4
	part 3/4
	part 4/4
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			We Start Here
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					The current BAADD media ecosystem has caused many social problems.

					What is BAADD media?
It means huge portals or social media that are defined by the Economist as Big, Anti-competitive, Addictive, and Destructive to Democracy.

				

			

			
					
	
							Economic inequality due to distribution monopoly
	Personal information leakage
	Digital addiction


					


					
	
							Biased dissemination of information and political abuse
	Infringement of personal information sovereignty


					


					
	
							DETAIL VIEW


					


			

		

	
	
		
			Every Media 
blockchainIntroduce the new media ecosystem that Every Media blockchain Platform looks forward to.

			
				
					[image: Every Media blockchain Platform]
				
			

		

	
	
		
			
				
					Solution

				

				is Here

			

			Pricing and reward mechanism that gives value to participants 
Support of Decentralized self-sufficing media business 
Safe and self-directed recovery of right to control individual information 
Organize decentralized self-regulatory organization 
Digital addiction prevention on platform
		

	
	
		
			Price and Compensation
Mechanism

			
					[image: Content Creator]
	
						Content Creator
							Make profits with assessment about the contents made by oneself.
	Build a solid community through better content production.
	Structuring virtuous circle for continuous production of high quality contents.


					


					[image: User]
	
						User
							Receive compensation for the influence and expression to the content creator.
	Receive additional compensation for contents distribution.
	Structuring a virtuous circle to facilitate dissemination of high quality contents.


					


					[image: Advertiser]
	
						Advertiser
							Target advertising without intervention of a third party.
	Providing transparent advertisement with reasonable commission.


					


			

		

	
	
		
			Decentralized
Self-Regulatory Organization

			
					[image: Witness Organization]
	
						Witness Organization
							Main policy/decision making bodies.
	Provide EVE coin block generation node.
	Elect advertisement nod witness.
	Decide advertisement fee, Data use fee, Dapp developer fee, etc.
	Operate decision support system(Loomio).


					


					[image: Advertisement Node Witness Organization]
	
						Advertisement Node Witness Organization
							Membership without voting rights.
	Provide ADD coin block generation node.
	Elected by witness group.


					


					[image: Audit Committee]
	
						Audit Committee
							Copyrights and harmful contents audit .
	Scanning bot / Audit commission / informant, etc.


					


			

		

	
	
		
			Strengthen the right to control 
Individual information

			
					
	
							Unable to hack data.
	Excellent access right data control / management.
	Minimize the third party intervention in data use.
	Compensation for data use.


					


					
	
							Minimize the third party intervention in data use.
	Compensation for data use.


					


				

			

		

	
	
		
			Digital Addiction Prevention

			
					
	
							Restructure social media service based on the Dapp developer’s original ideas and technologies based on the Every Media blockchain Platform.
	Naturally, users will recognize and understand the mechanism of applications and platforms.
	Use 1% of total assets for social contribution activities in line with the purpose of the Center for Human Technology through ‘Safe Box’.


					


					
	
							Use 1% of total assets for social contribution activities in line with the purpose of the Center for Human Technology through ‘Safe Box’.


					


				

			

		

	
	
		
			Decentralized
Self-Sufficing Media Business

			
					[image: New Business Model]
	
						New Business Model
							Media : Make profits and new business strategy.
	Content Creator : Make profits and increase brand value of writer.


					


					[image: DApp Development Support]
	
						DApp Development Support
							Reduce the cost for developing your own service through platform.


					


					[image: 디지털 트랜스포메이션]
	
						Digital Transformation
							Present future-oriented personal information system.
	Eliminate legal risks.
	Strengthen business capabilities with user data analysis.


					


					[image: 추가 이익 창출]
	
						Create Additional Profits
							Can set independent agenda.
	Enable two-way communication with consumer.
	Can be developed into a business models for paid contents.


					


			

		

	




	
		
			
				
					What is EMP?
				

				Platform Assets and
Eco System

			

			Platform Assets and
Eco System

			The ecosystem of platform is made up of 3 assets such as EVE which is the fundamental coin, ADD which is used for the value exchange of advertisement and data, and EXP which is needed to move the ecosystem smoothly.

		

	
	
		
			
					[image: eve]
	
						EVE
							Basic coin with high liquidity.
	Can be traded on exchanges. Now many automated trading platforms like Bitcoin Rush are available that make trading much easier and more profitable than executing it on an exchange. Check https://coincierge.de/bitcoin-rush/
	Converted to EXP combined with the ADD coin at a certain rate.




						DETAIL VIEW
					


					[image: add]
	
						ADD
							Coin with high liquidity and rewarded based on the level of contribution for advertisement.
	Can be traded on exchanges.
	Can be exchanged for advertisement value and has a price rigidity in the upward/downward direction.


						DETAIL VIEW
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						EXP
							A kind of share that allows more activities and voting rights.
	An assets that can not be traded.


						DETAIL VIEW
					


			

		

	
	
		
			Eco SystemA business that produces and distributes content takes the EVE coin, 
uses it as its cornerstone, and designs a value exchange mechanism.

			
					EVE Eco System
	
						[image: EVE Eco System]
						EVE Eco System
						DETAIL VIEW
					


					ADD Eco System
	
						[image: ADD Eco System]
						ADD Eco System
						DETAIL VIEW
					


					EXP Eco System
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						EXP Eco System
						DETAIL VIEW
					


			

		

	
	
		
			Proof of Concept3 types of DApp services as below are actualized
by using the function of Every Media blockchain Platform.

			
				k-pop
Global Media

				[image: kpop global media]
				[image: kpop global media]
				The aim is for a K-pop professional 
media platform which publishes K-pop 
news, new music videos, etc. 
in 6 different countries such as in the 
U.S., Korea, Japan, China, Malaysia, 
and Chile

				It only provides the items through a mobile application and has a characteristic of a prosumer concept menu. Through the menu, people can upload a reaction video for the new music videos. Uploaders can get a reward through many followers’ recommendations and number of views. 

			

			
				emp
blog

				[image: eve blog]
				[image: kpop global media]
				It is a free blog service with the basic functions 
of Every Media blockchain Platform embodied. 
The blog can have any kind of theme. The user 
can carry out blogging through familiar UX 
(User Experience) on PC web and mobile application. 

			

			
				journal

				[image: journal]
				[image: kpop global media]
				The development of a PC website and mobile 
website of Korea’s major media companies such 
as Kukmin Ilbo, Herald, and Etenter, and
others based on Every Media blockchain Platform.

				Through this, we can launch a service targeting about 2 million users (estimated) of the 3 major media companies and will be able to secure quite a few coin holders in a short amount of time when the service is launched.

			

		

	
	
		
			ArchitectureThe architecture of Every Media blockchain Platform is composed of a sidechain Layer, 
Blockchain Platform, and an Application Layer, and based on this, it can actualize various types of DApp services.

		

		
			Decentralized Application

			
						API	SDK
	Application
Layer
	
									Community
	Contents management
	Authentication
	Identity management
	Payment
	Transaction scan
	Wallet


								
									AD & Data exchange
	Digital analytics
	Data analysis
	Voting & Rule management
	Bot
	Illegal contents
	Fraud detection 


							
	Block Chain Platform
	DPos	Smart contract
	Side Chain Layer
	DAG	IPFS


			

			
					Application
Layer	API	
								Community
	Contents management
	Authentication
	Identity management
	Payment
	Transaction scan
	Wallet


						
		SDK	
								AD & Data exchange
	Digital analytics
	Data analysis
	Voting & Rule management
	Bot
	Illegal contents
	Fraud detection 


						
	Block Chain
Platform	API	DPos
	SDK	Smart contract
	Side Chain
Layer	API	DAG
	SDK	IPFS
	


			

				
					[image: Side Chain Layer]Side Chain
Layer

					All Data produced in Every Media blockchain Platform is not saved on the blockchain and used restrictively; therefore, sidechain is constructed separately for saving data.

				
	
					[image: Blockchain Platform]Blockchain
Platform

					The Delegated Proof of Stake (DPos) Algorithm is applied to the main block chain of Every Media blockchain Platform.

				
	
					[image: Application Layer]Application
Layer

					DApp developers are able to focus on developing the user interfaces and specialized services; operation tools are applied such as content, community, certification, data analysis tool, and bot to develop and operate DApp service based on stability and flexibility.

				


		

	
	
		
			Token AllocationEVE coin, which is the basic trade unit of Every Media blockchain Platform is 
ERC (Ethereum requests comments) 20 tokens and total of 100 million tokens are created.
Then, they are distributed as follows.

			
				Distributing Tokens

				[image: Distribution graph]
				
						30
	
							Sell 30% to a participant
							Sell 10% on pre-sale, sell 15% on main sale, sell 5% on private sale, and sell tokens that are not sold on each stage at the next stage. Unreleased tokens are incinerated.
						


						20
	
							Distribute 20% to founder and team
							Out of 20%, 10% is distributed after the successful sale of tokens, and 10% is distributed after the main net open. However, lock-up period is applied to each of them for 6 months. In this way, the long-term price success goal of project team and token sale participant agrees on.
						


						10
	
							Distribute 10% to partner and advisor
							It is used for obtaining a strategical cooperative partner, disseminating platform, and the development of community. 5% is distributed after the successful sales of token and 5% is distributed after main net open. Lock-up period is applied to each of them for 6 months.
						


						5
	
							Distribute 5% to bounty program
							Bounty program can be categorized into 3 kinds. First, there is a program that rewards people who provide ICO review, information, etc. through social media, forum, etc. during ICO period. Second, it is a translation bounty program that runs a reward program for the translation of white paper, website, and so on. Third, it is a bug reporting bounty which is a program that rewards a participant who finds a problem in publicized software and platform.
						


						35
	
							Distribute 35% to reserve fund
						


				

			

			
				Use of Fund

				[image: Employment graph]
				
						60
	
							60% Research Development
							It includes all technology and platform development and operation cost in the white paper. To accomplish the development roadmap goal and accelerate the process, the fee for hiring a developer and consultant is included as well.
						


						20
	
							20% Marketing
							Marketing budget is used to secure users related to various countries and press, advertisement, entertainment, and SNS community and is used for the meeting with the related companies.
						


						5
	
							5% Law
							This includes all legal costs which are needed for the review of law and regulation in the jurisdiction and for the development and operation of a platform that may be established in that region in the future.
						


						5
	
							5% Security
							This is used for the cost to obtain an optimal security level, which includes code examination and tests for all API, smart contract, mobile and PC wallet, application such as CMS and so on, and SDK.
						


						10
	
							10% Administrative cost
							It is used for rental fee of an office, administrative cost such as various utility bills and so on, and for wage and so on.
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More?

			
				Every Media blockchain Platform
Whitepaper Download Now

				One PagerWhitepaper
			

		

	




	
		
			Core MembersCore members of EMP are professional for management and Blockchain,
leading the entire team based on their strong leadership with their own knowhow from a long time-experience.
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					Jae Hyun LeeCEO
					Jae Hyun Lee was a development team leader in online advertising agency DIG Communication. He established and managed several IT companies such as Zen Software, SuperBee, and Pumpkinnz. He has more than 18 years of experience in software development, and business planning. He majored civil engineering and structural engineering at Seoul National University of Science and Technology.
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					Wan Kyu LeeCTO
					Wan Kyu Lee worked in Samsung Securities and Dongseo Securities. He, who is core-banking and non-core banking system experts, was attracted to the blockchain technology so that joined the project. He participated in the development of custom-built engineer at Bithumb, the largest cryptocurrency exchange market in Korea. He is a developer with extensive network and experiences.
				
	
						[image: Joo Hyung Park]in

						Joo Hyung ParkCTO
						Joo Hyung Park, a Professional Engineer Information Management and a Senior Information System Auditor, has worked in the Savings Bank and LINE Corporation as an IT expert in the financial sector. He was responsible for the IT development and management of finance-wide loan and depository account business and various channels. He joined since he has convinced that Block Chain is an innovative technology that can make a difference in society as a whole.
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					Dal Ho SongCMO
					Dal Ho Son has worked as an executive in various financial companies including Hanwha General Insurance and Heungkuk Fire & Marine Insurance. Also, he developed mobile insurances program and credit card affiliated benefits in SKT and KT, Korean largest mobile and internet companies. He is a planning and marketing expert who launched ‘Mobile Upgrade Program’ for the first time in Korea.
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					Jik Han JungCSO
					Jik Han Jung is the founder and CEO of SubDream Studios which is the company providing VR game services in the Silicon Valley, US. He served as a CEO at COLOPL NI, Kabam, and Gala Net, Inc. He graduated Yonsei University.
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					Jung In LeeCOO
					Sean Lee is a start-up planning and development and hardware platform builder. He is currently COO in Every Media blockchain Platform project. He is founder of Woomi Networks, Castlt co., KCH co. He is a management expert who has plentiful experiences.
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					Jong Tae LeeAuditor
					Jong Tae Lee was the head and the minister of economy of the Seoul branch office, and the vice president of Kookje Daily News which is the representative Newspaper in Busan, South Korea. He is a journalist and had experience in interaction with government authorities.
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					Byung Chul JooExecutive Advisor
					Byung Chul Ju served as an editorial writer, the minister of economy, and a director at the Seoul Shinmum, one of the top 10 daily newspapers in South Korea. He is a professional journalist with rich experience.
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					Kwang Hee AhnHead of Development
					Kwang Hee Ahn is a system development expert worked for various companies such as 2014 Asian Games, Woori Bank, Samsung Electronics, KT, Hyundai Motors. He has extensive experience in management systems and solution development. He is responsible for the development of the team.
				
	
					[image: Kwang Woo Lee]in

					Kwang Woo LeeHead of Service Planning
					He participated in the online branding projects of Samsung Electronics, Hyundai Motor, CJ, and Fund Online Korea, and also launched Korea government project service of public offices including Korea Tourism Organization, Seoul City, and Gangnam-gu. As a person who is majored in computer science, he tries to make blockchain business more accessible to the general public.
				
	
					[image: Wo Hwan Kim]in

					Woo Hwan KimHead of UX Design
					He is a designer who has performed various tasks such as web, mobile, GUI / UX design & marketing, and advertisement editing design based on user experience. He participated in the development of applications for Shinhan Bank and KT Web, and developed GUIs for LG, Hyundai Mobis, and Lenovo Mobile. He is the team head of branding and UI / UX development in EMP project.
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					Heon Sik ChaDB Architecture
					As a DBA and IT engineer, he has participated in numerous SI and SM projects, and is a development specialist who has experienced DB development and operation in the telecommunications, public, manufacturing, and financial industries. He is in charge of database development and operations.
				
	
					[image: Kwang Tae Kim]in

					Kwang Tae KimSW Architecture
					He majored in aeronautical and mechanical engineering and is a specialist in software development in various fields such as Kaon Media, Gamevil Live, and Wonut Studio. He is responsible for software development and operations.
				
	
					[image: Jung Yup Chae]in

					Jung Yup ChaeServer Developer
					He is a design and development specialist who has over 20 years of experience in the financial companies including Samsung Securities, Daewoo Securities, Kukmin Card, and NH Bank. He has been worked in the field of system construction and takes charge of server development.
				
	
					[image: Yong Joo Lee]in

					Yong Joo LeeFrontend Developer
					He has been involved in the development of integrated solutions that enhance the efficiency of audit work in banking, credit card, securities, insurance, financial institutions, public institutions and corporations.
				
	
					[image: Jae Wook Kim]in

					Jae Wook KimFrontend Developer
					He is a programming expert with extensive experience in web agency and web services. He is fluent in using a variety of programming languages and joined the team due to his interest in backend programming.
				
	
					[image: Moon Soek Oh]in

					Moon Soek OhSoftware Engineer
					He was a software specialist who has been responsible for clients, credits, and audit managements in financial institutions such as Daishin Securities Co., Ltd. and NH Bank, and provided various statistical indicators necessary for management support through visualization analysis. With great interest in the block chain, now he oversees Core department in the service development team.
				
	
					[image: Yeong Gon Gang]in

					Yeong Gon GangSoftware Engineer
					He has developed his experience as a server developer of web and application services. He overtook many big SI projects related to finance and public institutions such as Daishin Securities Co., Ltd. and Korea Investment & Securities. He was attracted by the scalability of the block chain technology and joined the team.
				


		

	
	
		
			TeamThe entire EMP team consists of several parts with various experiences in the fields such as software engineering, 
cryptocurrency development, blockchain technology, agency service, finance, and media marketing.

				
					[image: Jae Hoon Lee]in

					Jae Hoon LeeFrontend Developer
				
	
					[image: Yun Sang Cho]in

					Yun Sang ChoService Planner
				
	
					[image: Jae Eun Seok]in

					Jae Eun SeokUX Designer
				
	
					[image: Won Joong Lee]in

					Won Joong LeeStrategy Planner
				
	
					[image: Soo Jung Kim]in

					Soo Jung KimStrategy Planner
				
	
					[image: So Yeon Park]in

					So Yeon ParkManagement Planning
				
	
					[image: Ji Hee Hong]in

					Ji Hee HongBusiness Management
				
	
					[image: Ha Ryeon Lee]in

					Ha Ryeon LeeBusiness Management
				
	
					[image: Sun Hyuk Lee]in

					Sun Hyuk LeeGlobal Business
				
	
					[image: Seok Young Hong]in

					Seok Young HongGlobal Business
				
	
					[image: Myung Jun Lee]in

					Myung Jun LeeGlobal Business
				
	
					[image: Xinlei Lu]in

					Xinlei LuMarketer
				


		

	
	
		
			AdvisorsEMP advisers are consulted for business by inviting professionals in telecommunication, 
advertisement, management, marketing, and etc. on top of the blockchain technology.

				
					[image: Yoo Tak Kim<]in

					Yoo Tak Kim
					As the CEO of CW (Conscious Walker), he is an advertising specialist who has served as the chairman of the 3rd Korea Line Advertising Association and as the CEO of Admission. He worked at KT Internet and graduated from Hankuk University of Foreign Studies. He is the Marketing Network Adviser for the Every Media blockchain Platform.
				
	
					[image: Jong Woo Son]in

					Jong Woo Son
					He majored in business administration at Yonsei University. Since then, he has been responsible for strategic planning team as leader, and BS headquarters in LG U +, a representative telecommunication company of Korea; he was appointed as the youngest Executive Manager proving his management-competence.
				
	
					[image: Woon Jong Kim]in

					Woon Jong Kim
					He graduated from Seoul National University, Department of Economics. He has played active parts in companies such as Citi bank Korea, Financial Supervisory Service, Korea Standard Securities and The Royal Bank of Scotland for 26 years. He is an expert in the fields of International finance, risk management, and compliance. He has held Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and International Financial Risk Manager qualifications and knowledge of financial markets and financial industry.
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					Ki Young Kim
					He is the CEO of Fly High, which provides service security technology consulting services and distribution. He is currently a member of the Information Security Policy Advisory Board of the Future, a member of the Financial Industry Standardization Technical Committee, and a member of the Information Security Forum. He was a security adviser at the 19th Presidential Election. He is the security adviser for the project.
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					Tae Wook Wang
					Currently, he is the president of Shinhan Serv, a specialized outsourcing company. He is a banker and a businessmen who served as Shinhan Bank's Business Promotion Group Head, Brand Strategy Headquarters Headquarters, Dongbu Headquarters Head, Head of Consumer Brand Group Head, and Deputy Head of Consumer Brand Group.
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					Dong Eon Cha
					He is a lawyer for DR&AJU and a member of the Legislative Decree Interpretation Committee. He graduated from Seoul National University Law School, graduated from Washington State University, USA and graduated from George Washington University in USA. He received his law degree from Dongguk University. He is a legal counsel.
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					Jin Seok Im
					He has graduated from Seoul National University and worked as a lawyer at Kim & Chang Law Firm, the largest law firm in Korea, and as an international director at the Seoul District Attorneys' Association. As a representative attorney of Lynn, he currently serves as legal counsel for Every Media blockchain Platform.
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					Dong Hun Kim
					He is the the president of Jennnet, an application software development and supply company, and also serves as an adjunct professor at Seoul National University of Science and Technology. He was a researcher at IBM Korea and served as general manager of the Netfinity Business Division.
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					Patrick Song
					Graduated from University of Shanghai for Science and Technology, Bachelor of electronic engineering. 20 years of IT industry experience, has worked in NVIDIA, Leadcore and other IT companies for technical management and sales positions. The co-founder of Smart Wishes Tech. He studied the block chain structure and solutions deeply.
				


		

	




	
		
			Our Roadmap

				2017
	
						Idea born
( Decentralized Media Platform )


				
	2018 Mar
	
						Decentralized Autonomous Journalism Organization Concept Born & Media Business Market Research


				
	2018 Apr
	
						Starting Writing the White Paper
	MOU ( Subdream Studios in Silicon Valley, USA )


				
	2018 May
	
						Establishing DAJO ( Decentralized Autonomous Journalism Organization )


				
	2018 June
	
						TJNT Foundation ( Nonprofit Organization ) Established in Singapore
	EMP White Paper First Draft Release


				
	2018 July
	
						MOU for Establishing DAJO ( Nordic Chinese Times )
	MOU for Establishing DAJO ( Kukmin Ilbo )
	MOU for Establishing DAJO ( etnews )


				
	2018 Aug
	
						MOU for Establishing DAJO ( Herald )
	ISO27001/GDPR International Standard Verification Acquisition
	MOU ( Fly High )
	EMP White Paper Release


				
	2019
	
						EMP Test Net v1 Launch


				
	2019
	
						EMP Main Net v1 Launch
	Existing EVE Token Swap
	EMP Blog and Kpop News DApp Service Launch
	DAJO Participant ( Press ) DApp Service Launch


				
	2020
	
						EMP Main Net v2 Launch
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			Latest NewsEvery Media blockchain Platform
New Notices

			
				
					
						
							
								
									
										블록체인 전문 기업 엑사랩은 투자형 크라우드펀딩 플랫폼 오픈트레이드와 업무협약을 체결하고 블록체인 스타트업 대상 인큐베이팅 및 다양한 방식의 크라우드펀딩 투자 지원을 위한 세부 방안을 논의했다고 28일 밝혔다. 

										자세히보기
									

									[image: 엑사랩, 오픈트레이드와 크라우드펀딩 지원 업무협약]
								

								엑사랩, ISO 27001 정보보안 및 GDPR 인증 획득

							
						

						
							
								
									
										엑사랩(대표 이재현)은 12일 청담 본사에서 ISO 27001 정보보안 인증 및 GDPR 검증성명서를 취득해 인증사인 로이드 인증원으로부터 인증서를 수여 받았다고 19일 밝혔다.

										자세히보기
									

									[image: 엑사랩, ISO 27001 정보보안 및 GDPR 인증 획득]
								

								엑사랩, ISO 27001 정보보안 및 GDPR 인증 획득

							
						

						
							
								
									
										권충원 ㈜헤럴드 대표는 이날 협약식에서 “엑사랩의 블록체인 기술 기반 미디어 플랫폼이 건전한 언론생태계를 확립하는데 기여하길 바란다”고 말했다.

										자세히보기
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								헤럴드-엑사랩 '분산저널리즘 자율연합' 구성 MOU 체결

							
						

						
							
								
									
										변재운(사진 왼쪽) 국민일보 대표는 “뉴스콘텐츠는 시대 흐름을 반영하고 적응해야 한다”며 “블록체인 기술 기반의 미디어 플랫폼 개발과 함께 보다 자유로면서도 신뢰도 높은 언론생태계를 확립하도록 노력할 것”이라고 말했다.

										자세히보기
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								국민일보-엑사랩, '분산저널리즘 자율연합' 구성 MOU 체결

							
						

						
							
								
									
										소성렬 전자신문엔터테인먼트 대표는 "전자신문엔터테인먼트는 온·오프라인 뉴스콘텐츠는 물론 소셜라이브 방송과 기획영상 등 다채로운 콘텐츠를 선보이는 뉴미디어다"라며 "블록체인 기술 기반의 미디어 플랫폼 개발과 함께 보다 자유로면서도 신뢰도 높은 언론생태계를 확립하는데 적극 노력해나갈 것이다"라고 말했다.

										자세히보기
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								전자신문엔터, 엑사랩과 '분산저널리즘 자율연합' 구성 MOU 체결

							
						

						
							
								
									
										행사에선 KT 융합기술원 이규섭 책임연구원이 ‘4차 산업혁명과 인공지능 산업동향’, 엑사랩 이재현 대표가 ‘블록체인의 현재와 미래’, 제주대 최광식 교수가 ‘제주바다의 생태이야기’, 제주대 정보통신원 고명자 팀장이 ‘2018 K-MOOC사업 안내’에 대해 발표했다.

										자세히보기
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								교육전산망 제주협의회, 학술세미나 개최

							
						

						
							
								
									
										엑사랩은 이날 대회에서 코인부문의 ‘블록체인 어워드의 미디어 어플리케이션 이노베이션 부문(Global Social Media Application Innovation in Blockchain Award)’과 개인부문의 ‘베스트글로벌패션소셜블록체인서비스어워드부문(The Best Global Fashion Social Blockchain Service Award)’에서 각각 ‘공로상(Certificate of Honor)을 수상했다.

										자세히보기
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								엑사랩 '2018 블록체인 세계대회'에서 미디어 앱 부문 수상

							
						

						
							
								
									
										엑사랩은 지난 3일 이탈리아 로마에서 열린 ‘2018 블록체인 세계대회에 참석해 블록체인 전문 미디어 채널인 레인칭 360(链擎360, 360 Chain Engine), 띠이렌토우(第一链条, First Chain), 북유럽뉴스(北欧时报,NORDIC CHINESE TIMES) 등과 블록체인 미디어플랫폼 및 기술개발을 위한 상호협력의향서(MOU)를 체결했다고 5일 밝혔다.

										자세히보기
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								엑사랩 "글로벌 미디어 채널과 상호협력의향서(MOU) 체결"

							
						

						
							
								
									
										"세계 블록체인 업계의 새로운 발전방향을 논의하는 ‘2018 블록체인 세계대회’가 오는 7월 3일 이탈리아 로마의 쉐라톤 호텔에서 처음으로 개최된다. 홍콩블록체인기금회가 주최하는 이 대회는 이번 로마를 시작으로 세계 각국 도시에서 매년 순환 개최될 예정이다."

										자세히보기
									

									[image: ]
								

								엑사랩, 글로벌 컨퍼런스 '2018 블록체인 세계대회' 참가…블록체인 기술명가 입증
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		EVE
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		EVE coin (hereafter called EVE) is a basic coin that is traded within the platform and is a liquid asset that can be bought or sold at a coin exchange market.
It is free to send EVE to others through the wallet’s address which is provided by the platform.
EVE can be combined with AD & DATA (hereafter referred to as ADD) coins by a fixed ratio (1:1) and can be changed into EXP.

		Coin Creation

		Start with 100 million and 10% inflation, then reduce the inflation by 0.5% per year, and later keep the inflation at 5%. (Creates about 210 million after 10 years)

		Distribution

			Producer: Out of 60%, give 50% in EVE and 50% in EXP
	Comment Reward: Out of 10%, give 50% in EVE and 50% in EXP
(contribution level differs based on the time sequence)
	Recommendation Reward: Out of 15%, give 50% in EVE and 50% in EXP
(contribution level differs based on the time sequence)
	Witness Reward: Give 5% in EXP
	EXP Interest: Give 10% of coin creation in EXP by EXP hold rate


		EVE Coin Distribution
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		Coin Distribution

			Wallet: Can give to others by P2P method
	Outside stock exchange market: Can trade at outside cryptocurrency stock exchange market (After being listed on the stock exchange market)
	Having DApp developer: Needs to have EXP 1 for every 1 user
	EXP Charging: Charges EXP 1 to expand the influence within community (EVE 1 + ADD 1 combination)
	EXP Changing: If you apply for EVE change, EXP 1 is changed to EVE 1 for over 13 weeks in the ratio of 1/13. During the changing period, the interest for EXP is given
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		ADD
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		The ADD coin is a reward that can be received mainly based on the level of contribution for the advertisement, and it has a high liquidity just like the EVE coin.
Thus, it can be bought or sold at the stock market. Especially, since ADD coin can be exchanged for the advertisement value, it has characteristic of downward inelasticity which stays at KRW 100.
However, it also has upward inelasticity since it can be paid as the advertisement fee for the amount of value fixed by the platform.At the same time, the ADD coin has the ability to actualize the Internet of value. When it is wired to another person through the address of the wallet which is provided from the platform, no transaction fee is charged.

		Producing a Coin

		ADD coin is produced proportionately to the advertisement fee that flows in when the advertiser conducts an advertisement.
Or ADD coin is produced proportionately to the data using fee which flows in when an analyst (To use the data anonymously) calls for the data API within the platform

		Coin Incineration and Price Rigidity

		ADD coins can be combined with EVE coins in a fixed ratio (1:1) and be switched to EXP.
It can be changed into an asset that have long term value. In this case, ADD incinerates when combining.
However, the value of ADD does not go up because ADD is said to be incinerated. Because, at the AD & Data Marketplace, ADD 1 is produced for the amount of KRW 100 of advertisement consumption.

		Distribution (Advertisement): Rewarded for Every 7 Days

			Producer: 60% of ADD produced based on the number of views of the specific content.
	Shared Reward: 25% of ADD produced based on the number of views of the specific content (If there is no shareholder due to search approach, etc., it moves to the reserve fund).
	DApp Developer Reward: 5% of ADD produced based on the number of views of certain content.
	Witness Reward: 5% out of ADD that is entirely produced.
	System Operator Reward: 5% out of entire produced ADD (Managing overall marketplace).
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		Distribution (Data Analysis): Rewarded Covering a 7-Day Period

			Consumer who Owns Data: 90% of ADD used for data analysis.
	Witness Reward: 5% of entire produced ADD.
	Operator Reward: 5% of entire produced ADD (Managing the overall marketplace).
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		Coin Distribution

			EVE Wallet: It can be paid to others through P2P method
	Outside Coin Exchange Market: It can be dealt at outside virtual money coin exchange market (After it is listed on the coin exchange).
	Payment: The payment of digital contents in ADD, which is used as an utility coin.
	EXP Charging: Charging EXP 1 to expand the influence within the community (Combining EVE 1 + ADD 1.
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		EXP
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		EXP is an asset that is an union of the utility coins(EVE and ADD).
EXP is not an asset that can be dealt, but it is a network asset that has many functions in the ecosystem. It is used for a fuel that enables one to carry out more activities and is a type of share and, at the same time, a voting right.
EXP is an asset made by combining two types of utility coin which are mentioned above.

		Producing an Invitation

		When EVE and ADD coins combine, the ADD coin becomes extinct, and an invitation card is produced.
In other words, 1 invitation for the community is produced when EXP 1 is created. This type of invitation has an expiration date, and only the person who has this invitation can join the community. At first, the invitation will become a highly reliable link which forms a community based on trust, and person who invited others can introduce the characteristics of Every Media blockchain Platform to those who newly joined the community and play a role as a guide to help the newly jointed members to adjust.
Also, they can help predicting the operation and maintenance of system and the growth of platform and Dapp. It is a kind of ‘Preorder and Produce Next’ method.

		The Weighted Value of Contribution for Recommendations and Comments

		The more EXP one has, the more influence is exercised when writing a recommendation and comment. 

		Possible Stamina for Activity

		The more EXP one has, the more activities can be carried out. Of course, a user who has less gage may have some limitations as to what they may participate in. However, carrying out too many activities can be restricted even when one has lots of EXP.

		Voting Rights

		EXP plays the role of a voting right for electing a witness and a watchdog. The influence increases proportionately to the amount one owns.
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		The current BAADD media ecosystem has caused many social problems.


		Economic inequality due to distribution monopoly

			Traditional media business under Attention Economy has faced a stage, where it cannot grow itself.
	Distribution of Economic profits for a few of large media firms.
	A vicious circle of BAADD Media’s exclusive expansion.


		Biased dissemination of information and political abuse

			Information is concentrated by traffic that concentrated on a few of large media firms.
	Only the information selected for the media is exposed to the user.
	Attempt to exploit exposed information.


		Personal information leakage

			Companies who aim to collect Big data, excessively store and collect personal information.
	BAADD Media's cases of hacking personal information have been continuously found.


		Infringement of personal information sovereignty

			The media collects personal information that the user does not recognize.
	An unexposed business revenue structure for BAADD media’s profit creation.
	Using the personal information for the advertiser of BAADD Media to reach their own purposes.


		Digital addiction

			BAADD Media’s Psychological manipulation for maximizing of advertising impact.
	Users’ emotional problem and social problem occur due to the media contents addiction.
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				 EMP starts to take off


				In the rapid changes of the era, It is not satisfying to confine key elements such as ‘service’
						
‘reward’ and ‘payment’ into ‘media ecosystem’ and not acceptable to complete the reformation 
						
as one-time attempts, therefore, we are going to progress ‘platform rebranding’ as follows.
						
We are not only centralize in technology agreement with commercialize service but also consult
					
mutual cooperation between all On/Off-line service businesses through EXA Alliance foundation to 
					
create blockchain based ‘smart economy ecosystem’
				

				


			
				White Paper
				GitHub
			

			

			   Commercialized service related info    :     exalab.io  
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		If you are new to EMP, please click  the below button proceed with registeration.

		Register
		If you are not new to EMP, please enter your  existing ID and password.

		
			
				
					ID ( Email )

					
				

				
					Password

					
				

			

			Submit
			If you forgotten your password, please check your password through ‘Find Password.’

			Find the Password
		

	






	
		
			
		

		Confirm
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			Privacy Policy
			TJNT GLOBAL LTD. (hereinafter the “Company”) complies with the provisions on the protection of personal information under pertinent laws and regulations including the Personal Information Protection Act and is doing its utmost to protect the rights and interest of the service users by establishing the Privacy Policy in accordance with other applicable law.

				Article 1. Personal Information Collection
	
					The company collects the minimum required personal information for membership to use the services. In collecting personal information of service users, the company will inform the users in advance and get their consent beforehand.

						Classification	Items to be collected
	General membership	email, password, mobile phone number
	KYC/AML verification	Name, Email, mobile phone number, address, a copy ID, Personally identifiable image


				



				Article 2. Personal Information Usage 
	
						1. (Purposed of use) The company uses the collected personal information of the service users only for the following purposes.
								Classification	Purpose of use
	Classification of members	
											Verifying user’s identity
	Preventing fraudulent subscription
	Preventing inappropriate use of the service by members 


									
	Service delivery	
											Responding to Voice of Customer (VoC) 
	Delivering important notices
	Delivering importance notices and information about events (marketing, advertising)


									
	Service quality improvement	
										Obtaining statistics relating to the use of the service and the frequency of access of members
	Establishing service environment in terms of personal information protection


								


					
	2. (Period of Retention) The company shall use the personal information of service users only for the purpose / period of use after collection and shall destroy the information without delay.  However, if such user’s personal information required to be retained pursuant to the pertinent laws and regulations as following shall be retained for the period prescribed by the law.
							Act	Item to be collected	Period of retention
	Protection of Communications Secrets Act	Login history	3 months


					


			



			Article 3. Personal Information offering and Outsourcing to third parties
	
					1. The company, in principle, does not provide personal information of service users to third parties, but may be provide in following cases:
							① If the service users directly agree to provide his/her personal information to third parties
	② If the service that is required to be provided to service users is entrusted to a third party
	③ If the company is obliged to submit personal information of service users in accordance with pertinent laws and regulations
	④ When the serious risk to the life and safety of the service users is detected and it needs to be resolved


					
	2. The company will provide the following third party with the personal information of service users after obtaining the consent of service users.
							Service	Third party receiving personal information	Items to be provided	Period of use
	KYC/AML verification	Dow Jones	Name, Email, mobile phone number, address, a copy ID, Personally identifiable image	2018.10.0 2 ~ 2018.12.31


					
	3. The company entrusts some of the tasks necessary for providing various services to the service users to third parties and provides minimal amount of personal information of service users to third parties. And the company is managing and supervising the entrusted third parties so that they do not violate the Personal Information Protection relevant Act. The company entrusts the processing of personal information to the following company.
							Entrusted company	Purpose of outsourcing	Period of personal information use
	Dow Jones	KYC/AML verification	2018.10.02 ~ 2018.12.31


					


			



			Article 4. Personal Information destruction
	
				The company destroys the personal information of users without delay once the acquisition and utilization of the personal information is achieved. However, some of the personal information shall be held for the specified amount of time and destroyed later in accordance with pertinent laws and regulations.
Personal information stored in an electronic file format is completely deleted, using technique that can not be played electronically. In the case of other records, printed matter, and written documents, it is shredded through a shredder or destroyed by incineration.

			



			Article 5. The Rights of Service User and Details of Exercise Methods relating thereto
	
				The company protects the rights and interests of service users as follows:

					1. The service users can access their personal information at any time through “My Page” menu.
	2. The company do not collect personal information of service users under the age of 19.
	3. When user requests correction of a personal information error, information shall not be used or provided before completion of correction in order to use and provide accurate personal information. Additionally, if incorrect personal information has already been provided to third parties, the company will inform the person who is provided with the incorrect information without delay and will process the correction.


			



			Article 6. Installation, operation, and rejection of personal information auto collection devices
	
					1. (Definition of cookies) Cookies are tiny text files that the server used to run the company’s website sends to user’s browser and store on service user’s computer.
	2. (Purpose of cookies) By storing the preferences of the service users through cookies, the company supports faster web environment for the service users and utilize them to improve the service for convenient use.
	3. (Installation of cookies, operation and rejection) Service users have the option of installing cookies and can refuse to store all cookies or delete cookies.


			



			Article 7. Securing safety of personal information
	
				The company provides technical, administrative and physical measures to prevent loss, theft, leakage, forgery, alteration or damage of personal information of service users.

					1. (Establishing and Implementing internal management plans) The company establishes internal management plan and executes it for personal information protection.
	2. (Access limits for personal information) The company is taking measures to control access to personal information through authorization, alteration and cancellation of access to the database system dealing with personal information.
	3. (Encryption of personal information) Important data such as password among personal information of service users is encrypted and stored & managed and transmitted via encrypted section.
	4. (Keep access log and prevent forgery) The company is keeping and managing records logged on personal information processing systems and the security function is used to prevent forgery and theft and loss.
	5. (Technical Countermeasures against Hacking) The company backs up its data frequently in case of damage to personal information and installs and operates up-to-date security programs, such as vaccine to prevent leakage or damage of personal information or data of service users.
Additionally, the company prohibits unauthorized access from external access using the intrusion prevention system and committed to have all possible technical measures to ensure systemic security.
	6. (Access control of non-negotiated persons) The company operates an access control system and equipment that controls the access of outsider to prevent personal information leaks, etc.


			



			Article 8. Chief Privacy Officer
	
				The company has appointed the personal information protection manager as described below for protecting the personal information of service users and handling of queries and complaints concerning personal information. The company will reply to queries from the service users with haste at any time. 

				[Person in charge of Personal Information Protection]


					Name : Lee, Jae Hyun
	Title : Personal Information Protection Manager
	Email : [email protected]


			



			Article 9. Effective Date for Privacy policy statement
	
				This Privacy Policy shall be effective as of October 2, 2018.
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			Terms of Service
				Article 1. Purpose
	
					The purpose of this Terms of Service is to prescribe the rights, obligations, duties and other necessary matters of TJNT GLOBAL LTD. (hereinafter the “Company”) and the members concerning the conditions and procedures to use Every Media blockchain Platform (hereinafter the “EMP”) ICO-related services (hereinafter the “Service”).

				



				Article 2. Definitions
	
					As used in this Terms of Service, the following terms shall have the respective meanings set forth below:

						1. The “ICO participation” means the action of participating in and investing in the token sale of EVE, a cryptocurrency provided by TJNT GLOBAL, and the ICO will be divided into 2 phases; the Pre-sale and the Public sale.
	2. The “Service” refers to participation in EMP ICO and other related services that can be used by the members regardless of implementation terminals (including PCs, portable terminals and various other wired and wireless devices).
	3. The “Member” refers to a customer who accesses the service and signs an agreement of use with the “Company” in accordance with this Terms of Service and utilizes the service provided by company. 
	4. “ID (ID or Account)” refers to the email account provided to the company to identify the member and allow the use of the service after the member has agreed to this Terms of Service and the Privacy Policy.
	5. “Cryptocurrency” refers to an encrypted currency, including Ethereum that can be donated in the service and EVE that is paid as compensation in the Service. 
	6. “Cryptocurrency wallet address” refers to the address or the account of any cryptocurrency owned or used by members or other person outside of the service. The company shall not own, control or manage any of those cryptocurrency wallet address.
	7. “My Wallet” refers to the cryptocurrency wallet used to store cryptocurrency associated with EMP member’s ID. Using My Wallet, members can exchange cryptocurrency with external cryptocurrency wallet address.  
	8. “Participating in ICO or Token Sales” refers to the participation in EMP Public Sale posted in the service using the functions provided on the service.  
	9. “Contents” refers to the information or the data in online digital form including symbols, text, shapes, colors, voice, sound, images, and videos provided by the company to the members. 


				



				Article  3. Posting of and Amendments to the Terms of Service
	
						1.The company will post the contents of this Terms of Service in the screen of the company website or a separate screen connected to the service screen.
	2. The company may amend this Terms of Service provided that such action does not the violate pertinent laws and regulations.
	3. When there is any amendment to this Terms of Service, the company shall make appropriate notification from 7 days to 1 day prior to the date of such amendment’s effect, stating the date and the details of amendments. However, any amendment of that is unfavorable for members shall be posted 30 days prior to the effective date.
	4. In the event that the member does not express his/her intention to refuse the amended Terms of Service, provided that the company has clearly notified the member that the lack of express refusal of the amended Terms of Service by the day before the effective date shall be construed as an implied agreement to it, the member's lack of expression shall be treated as such.
	5. If a member disagrees to the application of the amended Terms of Service, the member may express his/her intention to refuse the amended Terms of Service to the company by the day before the effective date and terminate the service agreement.


				



				Article 4. Interpretation of Terms of Service
	
						1. The company may provide a separate Terms of Service.
	2. Any policy that is not specified under this Terms of Service will be announced by pop-ups or notices.
	3. Any matters and interpretations not expressly stated or delineated herein shall be compliant with the operation policy, operation guide or other pertinent laws and regulations.


				



				Article 5. Service Agreement
	
						1. The service agreement shall be signed and construed as being in effect after an individual with the intention of becoming a member (hereinafter the "prospective member") agrees to the Terms of Service, completes the membership application process according to the procedure of company, and the company approves the prospective member's application.
	2. The company may refuse applications for membership or may cancel its consent or terminate the service agreement even after acceptance in the event of any of the followings:
								① The prospective member was disqualified previously and lost a membership under this Terms of Service; 
	② The prospective member uses another person’s name or fake name; 
	③ The prospective member puts or provides false information or fails to provide information as requested by the company;
	④ The company is unable to approve the membership application due to reasons attributable to prospective member, or the prospective member has violated the terms and clauses delineated elsewhere in this Terms of Service;
	⑤ The prospective member has intention to use the service for fraudulent purposes or for separate sales purposes;
	⑥ The prospective member’s acts violate pertinent laws and regulations, or the prospective member has intention to violate public order or public morals; 
	⑦ The prospective member is under the age of 19;
	⑧ The company detects any violation to this Terms of Service, laws or an unjustified membership application or the company deems necessary at the company’s reasonable decision;


						
	3. Service agreement will be effective when the notification of acceptance by the company is posted on the relevant webpage for the services in the application process or received by the prospective member by means pursuant to Article 22;
	4. The company may request the certification of the prospective member's identity through a professional entity, to the extent permitted by laws;


				



				Article 6. Change of Member Information
	
						1. The member may access to his/her personal information through the service at any time.
	2. When the personal information provided for membership application is changed, the member shall notify the customer center of such change.
	3. The company shall not be held liable for any disadvantages arising from the member’s failure to inform the company of any changes mentioned in Clause 2 above. 


				



				Article 7. Management of Member Information
	
						1. The Company may limit the use of a Member ID in the following cases:
								① If there is any possibility of personal information leakage of a member;  
	② If there is any possibility that such ID is misunderstood as someone else, not himself/herself;  
	③ In case the ID against social norms or public orders and morals
	④ In case the ID violates the third party rights
	⑤ If there is any possibility that such ID is misunderstood as the company or the company administrator


							In addition, the company may restrict the use of the nickname when the company deems necessary at the company’s reasonable decision.

						
	2. If the ID(email) and password, etc. registered by a member matches with the registered information at the company, the member shall be deemed as him/herself without any separate confirmation procedure.  
	3. The member is responsible for securing all information, including password and any other information required to access the service account, to prevent unauthorized access of a third party to member’s account.
	4. The member shall notify the company immediately of any loss, theft, or disclosure of account access information to a third party. In this case, the company may take an appropriate action, including suspending of account, etc.
	5. The company shall not be held liable for any loss caused by the loss, stolen or disclosure of member’s access information to the account due to carelessness of members.


				



				Article 8. Protection of Personal Information
	
					The company shall strive to protect the member’s personal information pursuant to the ‘Act on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection’, ‘Privacy Protection Act’. and other pertinent laws and regulations. The company's Privacy Policy shall apply to the protection and use of personal information.
However, the company's Privacy Policy does not apply to any hyper-linked website other than the official website of the company.

				



				Article 9. Obligations of Company
	
						1. The company abides by pertinent laws and regulations and this Terms of Service and strives to provide continuous and stable service to its members
	2. The company, in order to provide a safe environment for the member, may establish and maintain security systems to secure personal information (including credit information), and shall post its personal Privacy Policy and abide by it.
	3. The company shall properly process opinions and complaints raised by the member that are deemed just and shall follow up with the member regarding the opinions and complaints raised by him/her through bulletin boards and/or email.


				



				Article 10. Obligations of Members
	
						1. The member shall not engage in following acts:
								① Stealing another’s information;
	② Changing information posted by the company
	③ Transmitting or posting information other than those specified (computer program, etc.) by the company;
	④ Infringing on intellectual property rights of the company or third party;
	⑤ Libeling the company or third party or otherwise disruptions to its operation;
	⑥ Disclosing or posting obscene or violent message, image, audio, false fact, and any other information that is detrimental to good public and morals on the service;
	⑦ Using the service of the company for profit making purpose without prior consent of the company;
	⑧ Taking any action to access the services, to generate or artificially ramps up the number of clicks or exposure frequency, to sign up for the services or to cause a loads on the company’s servers by any automated methods or other fraudulent means including Agent, Script, Spider, Spyware or Toolbar without prior consent of the company; 
	⑨ Collecting another’s personal information or account information;
	⑩ Disturbing trading order in a way that would have negative influences on the cryptocurrency market price;
	⑪ Other illegal or unjust acts;


						
	2. The member shall abide by pertinent laws and regulations, this Terms of Service, use guide, and notice posted in connection of the use of service, and other notification made by the company, and shall not engage in acts that is disruptive of the company’s operation.
	3. In accordance with Clause 1 of Article 10, Article 20, and pertinent laws and regulations, the company may take the following actions for members who commit a fraudulent act or an act that cause damage to others:
								① Restricting access to the service; 
	② Restricting all activities in the service;
	③ Limiting the service re-enrollment of sanction members (including re-enrollment with borrowed name, if possible);


						


				



				Article 11. Copyrights 
	
						1. The contents posted in the service by members are protected by copyright law, and the company shall be provided with a perpetual license in due process and formality as follows:
								① The right to use, edit, save, copy, modify, disclose, transfer, officially demonstrate and post, and distribute the contents of the posts for service operation, progress, improvement, development of new service, promotion, etc. 
	② The right to produce and distribute derivative works of the posts. 
	③ The right of the media and press agency to report and broadcast the contents of the posts for the purpose of promoting the service.   


						
	2. The company shall obtain advance approval from the member through phone call, fax, email, etc. when intending to use the post made by the member for purposes other than those specified on Clause 1 above.
	3. This license shall subsist within the scope of purpose provided in Clause 1 above including purpose of progressing, improving, and promoting the service in case the member terminates the service agreement or the service agreement is terminated by Article 21 below.


				



				Article 12. Permission of Posts  
	
						1. Any loss or other problems arising from the unauthorized use of a member’s post are entirely at the discretion of the members who use them without permission, and the company is not responsible for it.   
	2. Members shall not use the posts for the purpose of infringing the right of others such as portrait rights, copyrights and other intellectual property rights and other rights, and the members shall have all responsibility for the consequences arising from any act that infringes the rights of others. 
	3. Members shall not use any post without permission for commercial purposes or other personal gain.
	4. In the event a member damages the company by using the posts without permission, the member shall have legal obligation to compensate the company for damages.


				



				Article 13. Management of Posts 
	
						1. Members shall not include any contents or false information that violate the copyright of others in the post. The administrator may request to suspend post or remove any member’s post if it contains any content in violation of pertinent laws and regulations, including ‘Act on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection’ and ‘Copyright Law’, and the company shall take measures in accordance to pertinent laws and regulations.
	2. Even if there is no request from an administrator under Clause 1 above, the company may suspend or delete posts in accordance with the pertinent laws and regulations and company policy if there is any reasonable ground for infringing any rights, if it is deemed false, or if it is in violation of the company policy and/or the pertinent laws and regulations.


				



				Article 14. Ownership of Rights
	
						1. All copyrights and intellectual property rights pertaining to the service shall be owned by the company.
	2. The company grants to a member the limited right to use the service according to the usage terms defined by the company. A member shall not assign, sell, offer as collateral, or otherwise dispose of such right


				



				Article 15. Provision of Service, Etc
	
						1. The company reserves the right to divide the service into different categories and designate permitted hours of use for each category separately. However, in this case, the content will be notified in advance.
	2. In principle, the service will be provided for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
	3. The Company may temporarily suspend the service for the maintenance, repair, replacement or breakdown of computers and information technology equipment, a disruption of telecommunication, or any proper operational reasons. In this case, the company will notify members of suspension of services through the service initial screen or bulletin board. However, if the company is prevented from providing advance notice of suspension of services for unavoidable reasons, the company may notify the members after any suspension.  
	4. The company may perform routine maintenance checks as needed for the provision of the service, and the hour of such routine maintenance checks shall follow notifications displayed on the service provision screen.


				



				Article 16. Changes to the Service
	
						1. The company may change contents of service and operational and technical particulars to provide services in a continuous and stable manner.
	2. In principle, the company shall notify the changed content and effective date in advance. However, if the company is prevented from providing advance notice of change of services for unavoidable reasons, the company may notify the members after any change. 
	3. If a member disagrees to the application of service change, the member may express his/her objection to the company and terminate the service agreement.
	4. The Company shall reserve the right to modify, suspend and change all or part of the service according to its operational and technical needs if there is a considerable reason, such as change in company’s policy regarding provision of service, and no compensation will be provided to the members unless otherwise provided by pertinent laws and regulations.


				



				Article 17. Use of Services
	
						1. Common Policy for Use of Services
								① The member shall submit their intent to participate in the ICO through the service according to the method set by the company.  
	② The member shall agree that the company shall not be held liable for any losses incurred to the member caused by any irresistible force including an interruption in the cryptocurrency market or events stated in Clause 5 of Article 23. 


						
	2. Policy for ICO Participation
								① EMP ICO is a contract between “Participant” and “Company”.
	② The ICO Price is entirely decided by the company in its sole discretion and the company shall not arbitrarily restrict the ICO participation for any reason if there is no violation of these Terms of Service or pertinent laws and regulations. 


						


				



				Article 18. Precautions for Service Use
	
						1. Common Precautions for Service Use
								① The Company shall not provide any arbitration in the event of a dispute among the members or between the member and the third party during its participation in ICO under Clause 4 of Article 23. In addition, no personal information shall be provided for such disputes unless otherwise complied with pertinent laws and regulations and Privacy Policy Article 3. 
	② In the event that a function or content provide by services causes continued harm to the member’s participation in the ICO, the member may submit the company evidence material (screen capture, coin/cash transfer information, etc.). Then, the company will review the material and take appropriate action in accordance with the Terms of Service and pertinent laws and regulations.


						
	2. Precautions for Service Use
								① The Company provides system environment for ICO participation and supports with the policy and system environment so that members can participate in ICO in safe manner. However, the ICO participant shall have all responsibility for any matters generated between the members out of the designated procedures or function provided in the service during ICO participation. It also does not provide any member information in relation to this. 
	② After ICO Participation is completed, the coin transmitted at the ICO participation shall not be returned in any cases. Therefore, please check the ICO Participation information and transfer coin amount (or price) accurately before sending. The company is not responsible for this. 


						


				



				Article 19. Ethereum Transaction fee in ICO Participation
	
						1. The company shall not support members with the Ethereum transaction fee and shall not be held liable for the service.
	2. The company reserves the right to change Ethereum transaction fee depending on other specific conditions.  


				



				Article 20. Restriction on Service Use
	
						1. In the event of the following circumstance, the company may restrict member’s log-in to the service:
								① the event when the member enters the wrong password ( ? ) times in a row;
	② In case of hacking or fraud
	③ When a Member is suspected to fraudulently use someone else's name, ID or password
	④ In the event that the company determines there is necessity to restrict the member’s login in accordance with the company’s operation policy. 


						
	2. In the event of the following circumstance, the company may restrict the member from the service use.
								① In case the member information registered at the of membership registration and the actual member information are different.
	② In the event that the company determines there is necessity to restrict of service use provided by the company in accordance with the company’s operation policy.


						
	3. Conditions and details of restriction on a service use within certain range in this Article are governed by the company’s operation policy and Terms of Use, etc.
	4. In accordance with this Article, the company shall notify the members of restriction of service use or termination of service agreement in accordance with Article 22. 
	5. The member may file an objection, pursuant to procedures designated by the company, on restrictions, censures, and other measures in this Article. The company, should it determine that the member's objection hold merit, will immediately restore the member's access to its original condition.


				



				Article 21. Termination of Service Agreement
	
						1. The company shall not provide separate function of termination of service agreement in this EMP ICO participation considering the special characteristics of the service based on the investment and may terminate the service agreement provided that a member is found to be using the service negatively.
	2. The company may terminate the service agreement of members in following cases:
								① violation of this Terms of Service.
	② violation of pertinent laws and regulations, including a provision of illegal programs in violation of copyright law and interfere with operation, an illegal communication and hacking in violation of ‘Act on the Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, etc.’, distribution of malicious program, and an excess of access right which may affect service operation.
	③ The member conducts or attempt to interfere with the smooth progress of the services provided by the company.
	④ The company considers that it is necessary to refuse to provide service based on reasonable judgement.


						
	3. Upon termination of service agreement under Clause 2 above, all benefits acquired using the service shall be terminated and the company shall not compensate for it.
	4. In the event of termination of service agreement pursuant to this Article, the company shall notify the member in accordance with Article 22.
	5. When the service agreement is terminated, all data pertaining to the member, barring any information held pursuant to pertinent laws and regulations, as well as the company’s personal information policy, shall be expired and deleted.
	6. Notwithstanding the previous Clause above, if the company terminates the service agreement pursuant to Clause 2 above, the company reserves the right to retain the member’s information for a certain period of time in order to receive and handle the member’s objection.


				



				Article 22. Notices to Members
	
						1. When notifying its members, the company may provide a notice to its members through email provided by the members or other appropriate means unless otherwise herein provided.
	2. However, if notification to all members is necessary, the company may post relevant information on the service bulletin boards for more than 7 days.


				



				Article 23. Limitation of Liability
	
						1. The company’s limitation of liability set forth in this Article applies to cases when the members exercise the right to claim damages based on illegal acts, also when the member intends to exercise the right to claim damages under the contract.
	2. The contents provided by the service is an assisting tool for the use of the service and does not recommend or suggest any investment or transaction. The contents provided by the service and the information provided by other providers may have errors, delays and other inaccuracies, and the company or other information provider shall not be held liable for it.
	3. The investment or transaction based on the information obtained from the service may result in loss, and the final judgment and responsibility for such loss lies entirely with the member. The company shall not be held liable for it.
	4. Information, opinions and materials posted by the members in the service are not related to the company, and the legal responsibility incurred in connection with the contents of the post is solely for the members who posted the post and the members who viewed them. The company has no legal obligation to engage in disputes arising from the provision of services among members or between members and third parties and is not liable in this respect.
	5. The company shall not be liable for any loss incurred to members caused by natural disaster, DDos attack, IDC Problems, problems with cables of key telecommunications business operators or other irresistible force.
	6. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, the company shall not be liable for any damages caused by unauthorized connection to company’s server by a third party or any other activity that interferes with the normal operation of the server or unauthorized use of the member’s information.
	7. The company shall not be held liable for any errors or service restrictions unavoidably occurred due to the nature of the cryptocurrency including defects or technical limitations of the cryptocurrency issuance management system.
	8. Including cases of Article 15, when the company checks the company’s server for services, the company shall be exempted from the responsibility for providing services.
	9. The company shall not be held liable for problems to use the services caused by reasons attributable to members.
	10. The company shall not be held liable for the reliability, accuracy, legality, etc. of the information, data and facts posted on the service by the member.
	11. Unless otherwise specified in pertinent laws and regulations in connection with the use of the service that provided for free, the company shall not be held liable for the use of the service.
	12. In the event that the company receives various complaints, including claims or lawsuits, from a third party outside of the member due to illegal acts by the member him/herself or violation of this Terms of Service in using the service, that member is responsible for this and must indemnify the company at their own costs.


				



				Article 24. Accepted Assets to Participate
	
						1. EMP ICO is not legally able to be participated through cash assets and EMP service is not able to be used through cash assets.
	2. The member shall pay the designated cryptocurrency, not the cash assets, in accordance with the policy, method, etc. set by the operator.
	3. Payment limits may be adjusted according to company policy, government policy, etc.


				



				Article 25. Withdrawal from Contract
	
						1. The paid content that members purchase is divided into the content that can be withdrawn and the content that cannot be withdrawn. Content that can be withdrawn can be withdrawn within 7 days of purchase. The content is subject to withdrawal restrictions when the content has passed the withdrawal period, or when the content be the reason for the withdrawal restriction set by ‘Act on Consumer Protection in the Electronic Commerce Transactions, Etc.’. or other pertinent laws and regulations. Content that is subject to withdrawal restrictions will be marked for limited use or provided free content for trial use.
	2. Even in the case of paid content that can be withdrawn, the withdrawal will be restricted if the paid content which is able to withdraw has already passed 7 days after purchase or has already been used, if the value of the goods has decreased significantly, or if any reason that could be a cause of the withdrawal restriction occurs.
	3. The content not directly purchased by the member, including free contents given by the company or paid contents given as gift, is excluded from the withdrawal.


				



				Article 26. The effect of Withdrawal
	
					In the case of company receives an application for withdrawal from the membership, company refunds the purchase price of paid contents within 3 business days (within 3 business days from confirmation of receipt if confirmation of payment is necessary) only if the content is not a content that cannot be withdrawn for any reason specified in Clause 1, 2 of Article 25. If the company delays the refund, it shall pay the estimated delay interest by multiplying the rate prescribed by the ‘Act on Consumer Protection in the Electronic Commerce Transactions, Etc.’ for the delay.

				



				Article 27. Refund of Overpayment
	
						1. If overpayment occurs due to the member's responsibility, it is excluded from the refund considering that the attraction of investment is the key service.
	2. Charges incurred using application downloads or network services (such as calls and data calls) are not eligible for a refund.


				



				Article 28.Jurisdiction and Governing Law
	
						1. Any dispute arising from disputes between the company and the members shall be governed by the Laws of Singapore.
	2. Any litigations arising from dispute between the company and the members shall be submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Seoul Central District Court in Seoul, Korea.


				



				Article 29.Effect of Term of Service
	
					This Terms of Service shall be effective as of October 2, 2018.
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			Terms of Token Sale
			Last Update: October 22, 2018



			* Important Notice
Please read these terms of EVE Token Sale carefully. Note that this agreement contains provisions which affect your legal rights. Note that Article 14 contains a binding arbitration clause and a class action waiver. TJNT Global LTD. recommends you consult a legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor for further guidance prior to participating in the EVE Token Sale.


			It is mandatory for you to accept these Terms in order to participate in the EVE token Sale. By registering on Every Media blockchain Platform (hereinafter referred to as the “EMP”) whitelist and/or by making a contribution to EMP for the purchase of EVE tokens during the Token Sale, you will be bound by these Terms and all terms incorporated herein by reference. If you do not agree with these Terms, do not register on the whitelist and do not purchase EVE tokens. TJNT Global LTD. does not recommend purchasing EVE tokens for speculative or investment purposes.


			Your (the “User(s)”, “You”, “Purchaser(s)”) purchase of EVE tokens (as defined below) during the EVE Token Sales (as defined below) from EMP, organized and existing under the laws of Singapore (“we”, “our”, “TJNT Global LTD.”, “Every Media Platform”, “Every Media blockchain Platform”, “EMP”), being the issuer and seller of EVE tokens, is subject to these Terms of EVE Token Sale (the “Terms”). Each of you and EMP may be referred to herein as the “Party”, and together as “Parties”. These terms, “Every Media Platform”, “Every Media blockchain Platform”, “EMP”, “we”, “our” and “TJNT Global LTD.”, as used herein, also refer to other entities within EMP group of companies, including entities which develop, maintain and operate EMP.


			If you have any questions as to these Terms, please contact TJNT Global LTD. at [email protected].


				1. EVE TOKEN AND EMP
	
						
							1. EMP is a decentralized protocol system using cryptographic tokens (EVE tokens), which have certain functionalities inside EMP. EMP is aimed at providing business with a blockchain-based decentralized media solution utilizing smart contract. For a more detailed description of EMP, please refer to everymediaplatform.io (hereinafter referred to as the “Website”) and EMP whitepaper. Please note that the information contained on the Website and in the whitepaper is of descriptive nature only, is not binding and does not form a part of these Terms.
						
	
							2. The EVE token is a digital asset that is an ERC20 compatible cryptographic token generated and designed for the EMP’s Platform. The EVE token is intended to be a cryptographically secured representation of purchaser’s rights to receive certain services through EMP. Description of the EVE token and its functionality is attached as the Exhibit A hereto.
						
	
							3. You acknowledge, understand and agree that the ownership of EVE tokens does not grant the right to receive any profits, income, payments, returns, dividends from EMP and EMP group of companies.


							EVE tokens are not intended to be a digital currency, security, commodity, bond, debt instrument or any kind of financial instrument or investment carrying equivalent rights, nor are EVE tokens intended to represent any form of money (including electronic money) or legal tender in any jurisdiction, nor any representation of money (including electronic money). Accordingly, any protections offered by the applicable law in relation to the purchase, holding and(or) sale of the instruments and(or) investments referred to in this clause shall not apply to any contribution made under these Terms for the purchase of tokens or to your holding or sale of tokens.

						


				



				2. ELIGIBILITY AND THE WHITELIST
	
					North Korea and Singapore citizens, residents and U.S. persons (as determined in the terms of use of the website incorporated herein) are strictly prohibited from participating in the EVE Token Sale due to various taxation and regulatory issues and may not purchase EVE tokens neither during the Token Sale, nor on the cryptocurrency exchange, unless otherwise expressly directed.

						
							1. In order to be eligible to participate in the Token Sale (as defined below), you must be at least 18 years old (in case of individuals), if the country of your residence determines a higher age restriction, you shall follow the age restriction in your country of residence. You must have your own Ethereum wallet (the “Token Receipt Address”) that supports ERC-20 token standard in order to purchase or receive EVE tokens from TJNT Global LTD.
TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right to prescribe additional guidance regarding specific wallet requirements.
						
	
							2. ICO participation for EVE tokens takes place in two steps. To participate in the ICO, email authentication by signing up and KYC/AML verification through EMP’ website is mandatory, and that means you are required to go through the process of membership of EMP’ website and complete the KYC/AML verification on EMP’ website for ICO participation for EVE tokens. For this purpose, TJNT Global LTD.’ website will be provided with your full-name, address and country of residence, email address, your birth, mobile phone number (including country code) and facial recognition image along with a scanned copy of documents that identifies you. Participants will be provided with ETH receipt address and ICO compensation detail through the website.
							In the case of membership, once your email address, password and mobile phone number of the above-mentioned information are submitted, TJNT Global LTD. will process them and send a confirmation to your email address. You will need confirm an email with a unique link that TJNT Global LTD. sends to your email address. TJNT Global LTD. will inform you the successful completion of the membership.

							In case of KYC/AML verification, when you submit your name, address and your country of residence, postal address, date of birth, and facial recognition image along with a scanned copy of documents that identifies you of the above-mentioned information, TJNT Global LTD. will submit it to a trusted agency and proceed with KYC/AML verification. The result of KYC/AML verification will be provided on the “My Page” of the website, and your participation in ICO may be restricted depending on the result.

						
	
							3. Some or all of participants shall provide additional information, data or documents under our KYC “Know your customer” AML/CTF and customer due diligence procedures (the “AML procedure”). In case we, the TJNT Global LTD., in our sole discretion, determine that you need to undergo our KYC/AML procedure, we shall inform you of such decision and provide further instructions.
						
	
							4. Your participation in ICO provided by EMP shall always be subject to passing its membership process and KYC/AML procedures. This means that you shall not be able to participate in the Token Sale and purchase EVE tokens in case you refuse or fail to pass the membership process and/or KYC/AML procedures.
						


				



				3. TOKEN SALE
	
						1. General Terms of the Token Sale
							The minimal aggregate cap for the Token Sale is 110,000ETH (the “Soft Cap”) and the maximum cap (the “Hard Cap”) is adopted by applying a sperate hard cap for each stage of the ICO, and the hard cap for each Token Sale is as follows.

								Pre-ICO : 100,000,000 EVE
	Main-ICO : 150,000,000 EVE


							TJNT Global LTD. shall be selling EVE tokens in accordance with these Terms and such sale (the “Token Sale”) shall commence on the 17th day of September 2018, at approximately 8:00 AM, UTC, and shall end (the “End of the Token Sale”) on satisfaction of one of the following conditions (“whichever is the earlier”).

							Token Sale is valid in the case of the total amount received by the TJNT Global LTD. reaches the hard cap, defined as each stage of the ICO; or until the end of the Sale period for each stage of the ICO.

							The amount of EVE tokens available in the Token Sale and the quantity of participants of the Token Sale shall be determined by TJNT Global LTD. in its sole discretion before the commencement of the Token Sale based on its materials and other circumstances related to the Token Sale.

						
	
							2. The purchase price and payment
							The price of 2,200 EVE tokens is 1 ETH (“the price is different for each stage of the ICO”). You can only make contribution in Ethereum (ETH) during the Token Sale. The minimum purchase requirement for participation in the Token Sale, is 4.54 ETH with no rounding shall be made.

						
	
							3. Participation Restriction
							During the Token Sale, you will be able to purchase EVE tokens within the limits stated during the Token Sale process and at the price specified above. In order to provide each of the participant with an actual possibility of purchasing EVE tokens and to avoid “gas war”, the amount of contribution for each purchaser (the “Purchase amount”) shall be limited as follows.
The amount of restricted contribution during the Token Sale for each participant is as follows.

								Pre-ICO : Minimum amount of contribution 10,000EVE (approximately 4.54ETH), Maximum amount of contribution 1,000,000EVE (approximately 454ETH)
	Main-ICO : Not specified yet


						
	
						4. “EMP Smart Contract” will be performed on the Ethereum blockchain for the purposes of creating its own tokens, EVE tokens, and issuing such EVE tokens to the purchasers’ Token Receipt Addresses. The address of EMP Smart Contract can be verified by the wallet address individually provided after KYC/AML verification.
	
							5. Payment of Contribution Amount
							You must transfer the Purchase Amount in ETH to the address of EMP’ smart contract. Make sure to use the exact address for sending ETH during the Token Sale. In case you participate in the Token Sale, the contributions must be received by TJNT Global LTD. before the end of the Token Sale. If TJNT Global LTD. has not received the contributions in accordance with these Terms before the end of the Token Sale, TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right to void your contribution and refuse to accept your payment of the contribution amount. TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to modify any of the timelines described herein to account for network congestion or other technical challenges. Your contribution is not guaranteed until TJNT Global LTD receives your contribution amount in full

						
	
							6. Delivery of EVE tokens
							TJNT Global LTD. shall deliver the amount of EVE tokens you purchase to your Token Wallet address immediately after receipt of your contribution amount, subject to ordinary Ethereum blockchain waiting periods and subject to the risks specified in these Terms.

						
	
							7. Suspension and Abortion of the Token Sale
							At any time during the Token Sale and at its sole discretion, TJNT Global LTD., may by notice on the website, temporarily or permanently suspend the Token Sale for security or legal reasons and such suspension shall take effect from the moment of publication of such notice until the same is updated or removed from the website (the “Suspension Period”). At any time before the end of the Token Sale, TJNT Global LTD. may permanently abort the Token Sale for security reasons and such abortion shall be deemed to commence from the moment TJNT Global LTD. publishes notice to the effect on the website. You agree not to send Purchase Amounts during such suspension period and after the abortion of the Token Sale and accept the risk that any contributions sent during such period may be lost in its entirety. TJNT Global LTD. is not responsible or liable for returning or refunding any losses incurred by you due to EMP’ smart contract. EMP shall deploy a smart contract system (the sending a contribution during a Suspension Period or after the abortion of the Token Sale.

						
	
							8. Change in the Token Sale Dates
							TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to change the date and/or time when the Token Sale starts for any reason, including the unavailability of the website, unforeseen security issues or other issues. During the extension period, TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right to change the Terms of EVE Token Sale.

						
	
							9. Failure to Follow the Procedures
							Failure to follow the procedures set forth in these Terms and otherwise in connection with the Token Sale may result in participants not receiving any EVE tokens. During the Token Sale, receipt or purchase of EVE tokens through any other means other than through the website are not sanctioned or agreed to in any way by EMP.

						
	
							10. Restriction on Transfers
							EVE tokens compensated to you during the Token Sale shall not be transferable (shall be locked) until the end of the Token Sale.

						
	
							11. The Application of Contributions
							The application of your contribution shall be determined by TJNT Global LTD. acting in its sole and absolute discretion and TJNT Global LTD. shall be under no obligation to inform you or otherwise verify how your contribution is used. On the receipt of your contribution, such contribution shall immediately become the sole and exclusive property of TJNT Global LTD.

						


				



				4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
	
						
							1. acknowledgement of risks
							By purchasing EVE tokens through EMP, you expressly acknowledge and agree that there are risks associated with purchasing, owning, and using EVE tokens for the provision or receipt of services, as disclosed and explained in Exhibit B. By receiving EVE token, you are clearly aware of, and is responsible for these risks, including that EVE tokens may have no value.

						
	
							2. Not an offering of Securities
							Participant acknowledges and agrees that the sale of EVE tokens and the EVE token themselves are not an investment, security, share or equity interest, debt or loan nor a derivative instrument of any of the foregoing. These Terms and all other documents referred to herein do not constitute a prospectus or offering documents and are not an offer to sell nor the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment, security, share, equity interest or debt nor a derivative interest of any of the foregoing.

						
	
							3. Not an Investment
							Participant should not participate in the Token Sale for investment purpose. The Token sale pursuant to these Terms is not designed for investment purposes and should not be considered as a type of investment. Participant acknowledges, understands and agrees that (a) participant should not expect that EVE tokens will be listed for trading on any exchange, or (b) participant will accept the contents of the whitepaper as they described in the whitepaper and do not follow any other different or modified form.

						
	
							4. Not for Speculation
							Participant acknowledges and agrees that participant is not participating in the Token Sale for purposes of investment or speculation, or for immediate resale, or other financial purposes. Participant acknowledges and agrees that the participant has no expectation of economic benefit from participating in the Token Sale on their own or income from EVE token compensation. Participant agrees that if the participant determines to transfer EVE token on their own, participant will not portray EVE tokens to prospective transferees as an investment opportunity to obtain an economic benefit or profit.

						
	
							5. No other Rights Created
							The EVE Token Sale (a) does not provide participant with rights of any type with respect to EMP or its revenues or assets, including, but not limited to, any voting, distribution, redemption, liquidation, proprietary or other financial rights, (b) is not a loan to EMP and (c) does not provide participant with any ownership or other interest in EMP.

						


				



				5. THESE TERMS AND OTHER AGREEMENTS
	
						
							1. Unless otherwise stated herein, these Terms only regulate and govern EVE token compensation during the Token Sale and your use of EMP’ smart contract. Any use of EVE tokens in EMP and the use of platform itself shall be governed by other applicable terms, conditions and policies.
						
	
							2. The use of website is governed by the Terms of Use, as may be amended from time to time, which can be found through the Terms of Use link. You can refer to the Privacy Policy of TJNT Global LTD., as may be amended time to time, to understand how TJNT Global LTD. collects, uses and shares your information. The Terms of Use and Privacy Policy are hereby incorporated by reference. Participant has read, understands and agrees those Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
						
	
							3. In case of a discrepancy between provisions of Terms of Use, Privacy Policy and provisions of these Terms, provisions of these Terms shall prevail.
						


				



				6. REFUSAL OF PURCHASE AND REFUND
	
						
							1. All compensations of EVE tokens during the Token Sale are final, and there are no refunds or cancellations except as set forth herein or as may be required by applicable regulation or law.
						
	
							2. EMP reserves the right to refuse or suspend any participation made at any time in its sole and absolute discretion. TJNT Global LTD. will exercise reasonable endeavors to ensure that the compensations are returned to the participant to the extent that EMP refuse or suspend a participation. However, TJNT Global LTD. does not warrant, represent or offer any assurances that TJNT Global LTD. will successfully be able to recover and/or return any such compensation.
						
	
							3. To the extent TJNT Global LTD. decides to make a refund in its sole discretion, any refund will be made in ETH and to your Token Receipt Address. TJNT Global LTD. shall not be responsible for any delay, loss, cost, non-delivery of refunds or EVE tokens, or other issues arising from the failure to provide, or providing an inaccurate or incomplete Token Receipt Address.
						
	
							4. If on the End of the Token Sale the aggregate amount of all contributions received by EMP is less than the Soft Cap, EMP shall, within a reasonable period, exercise reasonable endeavors to return that contributions to the participants, subject to exceptions, which may be applicable by TJNT Global LTD., in its sole discretion. However, you acknowledge and agree that due to the Ethereum blockchain’s transaction, mining fees, administrative and other expenses incurred by TJNT Global LTD., in returning the contribution you are unlikely to receive an amount equivalent to your contribution and that such refunded amount may be lower than the amount so contributed by you. You shall solely bear the risks related to such possible deduction of your contribution amount during the refunding process.
						


				



				7. SECURITY ISSUES
	
						
							1. You are responsible for implementing reasonable measures for securing your ETH wallet, vault, or other storage mechanism you use to receive and hold EVE tokens compensated from TJNT Global LTD., including any requisite private key(s) or other credentials necessary to access such storage mechanism(s). If your private key(s) or other access credentials are lost, you may lose access to your tokens. TJNT Global LTD. are not responsible for any loss, cost, or expense relating to lost access credentials.
						
	
							2. You must understand that smart contract technology is still in an early stage of development and its application is currently of an experimental nature, which carries significant operational, technological, financial, regulatory and reputational risks. Accordingly, you hereby acknowledge, understand and accept that EMP does not provide any form of warranty, representation or assurance (in each case whether express or implied) that EMP’ smart contract and EVE tokens are fit for a particular purposes or that they are free from any defect, weakness, vulnerability, virus or bug which could cause, inter alia, the complete loss of ETH contributions and(or) EVE tokens.
						


				



				8. TAXES
	
						
							1. Any amounts that you contribute for EVE tokes are exclusive of all applicable taxes. You are responsible for any tax imposed when you are compensated for an EVE token, including, for example, sales, use, value added and similar taxes. You are also responsible for withholding, collecting, reporting or remitting your tax correctly to the relevant tax authorities. TJNT Global LTD. are not responsible for withholding, collection, reporting, or remitting any sale, use, value added, or similar tax arising from your participation in the Token Sale.
						
	
							2. You acknowledge, understand and agree that (a) the participation in the Token Sale and receipt of compensations may have tax consequences for you, (b) you are solely responsible for compliance with your tax obligations, and (c) EMP bears no liability or responsibility with respect to any tax consequences to you associated with or arising from the creation, ownership, use or liquidation of EVE tokens or any other action or transaction related to EMP or the Token Sale.
						


				



				9. REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES
	
						
							1. By participating in the Token Sale, you expressly represent and warrant that.
You have read and understand these Terms (including all Exhibits and documents incorporated herein by the reference) and the white paper;
You have the necessary authority and consent to accept these Terms and to enter into a binding agreement with EMP and to perform the obligations set out herein
						
	
							2. The acceptance of these Terms and the entry into a binding agreement with EMP shall not result in any breach of, be in conflict with, or constitute a material default under: (i) any provision of the participant’s statutory or organizational documents (in the case of a corporate entity); (ii) any provision of any judgment, decree or order imposed on the participant by any court or governmental or regulatory authority; and/or (iii) any material agreement, obligation, duty or commitment to which the participant is a party or by which the participant is bound.
						
	
							You have sufficient knowledge and experience of the business and financial situation of blockchain or cryptographic tokens and other digital assets, smart contracts, token storage mechanisms (such as digital or token wallets), including a sufficient understanding of blockchain-based software system and blockchain technology, to be able to evaluate the risks and merits of your participation in the EMP Token Sale, including, but not limited to, the matters set forth in these Terms and to appreciate the risks and implications of participating in the EMP Token Sale. Additionally, you are able to bear the risks thereof, including loss of all amounts paid, loss of EVE tokens and liability to EMP and others for your acts and omissions, including, without limitation, those constituting breach of these Terms, negligence, fraud or willful misconduct.

							You have obtained sufficient information about EVE tokens to make an informed decision to participate in the EMP Token Sale.

							You understand that EVE tokens confer only the right to access EMP to receive services on EMP, and confer no other rights of any form with respect to EMP or any entity from EMP group of companies, including, but not limited to, any voting, redemption, liquidation or other financial and legal rights.

							You are not purchasing EVE tokens for any use or purpose other than to receive services on EMP, including, not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes.

							You are not a resident or citizen of the United State, Singapore or North Korea; nor are you participating in the purchase of EVE tokens on behalf of any such person or entity.

							You have all requisite power and authority to execute and deliver these Terms, to participate in the EMP Token Sale and to carry out and perform your obligations under these Terms. If you are an individual, you must be at least 18 years old and of sufficient legal age and have capacity to participate in the EMP Token Sale.

							If you are an entity, purchaser is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of its domiciliary jurisdiction and each jurisdiction where it conducts business.

							Your Participation in the EMP Token Sale complies with applicable laws and regulations in your jurisdiction, including, but not limited to, (a) legal capacity and any other threshold requirements in your jurisdiction for the participation in the EMP Token Sale, (b) any foreign exchange or regulatory restrictions applicable to such purchase, (c) any consents of government or other entity that may need to be obtained, and (d) regulations issued by the government, local authorities or central bank, at your place of residence.

							You understand and agree that the network of miners will ultimately be in control of EMP’ smart contract and that a majority of these miners could agree at any point to make changes to the smart contract and run to a new version of the smart contract. Such a scenario could lead to EVE tokens losing its intrinsic value.

							You will comply with any tax obligations applicable to you arising from your participation in the EMP Token Sale.

							The funds, including ETH, that you use to participate in the EMP Token Sale, are not derived from or related any unlawful activities, including, but not limited to, money laundering or terrorist financing, and you will not use the EVE tokens to finance, engage in or otherwise support any unlawful activities

							The execution and delivery of, and performance under, these Terms requires no approval or other action from any governmental authority or person other than you.

							To the extent required by applicable law, you must comply with all anti-money laundering laws and abide by the guidelines for preventing terrorist financing.

							You, any person having a direct or indirect beneficial interest in you, any person making you participate in the EMP Token Sale, or any person acting as an agent, attorney, trustee or nominee for your participation in the EMP Token Sale should not (i) be the subject of economic or financial sanctions or trade embargoes administered or enforced by any country or government, including, but not limited to, those administered by the United Nations Security Council, the European Union or Her Majesty’s Treasury of the United Kingdom or any other applicable jurisdictions (collectively, “Sanctions”), (b) be located, organized or resident in any country or territory that is the subject of country-wide or territory-wide sanctions, (c) be listed in any sanctions-related list of sanctioned persons, including, but not limited to, those maintained by the United Nations Security Council, the European Union or Her Majesty’s Treasury of the United Kingdom and/or (d) be directly or indirectly owned or controlled by any person or persons described in above in this sub clause.

							You shall not use the EVE tokens to finance, engage in or otherwise support any unlawful activities.

							If you are participating in the EMP Token Sale on behalf of any entity, you are authorized to accept this agreement on such entity’s behalf and such entity will be responsible for breach of these Terms by you or any other employee or agent of such entity (in this Agreement, “you” refers to you and such entity jointly).

							You understand and accept the risks of contributing to early-stage blockchain startup business and acknowledge and agree that these risks are substantial. You further warrant and represent that your contribution does not represent a meaningful or substantial proportion of your wealth or net worth, and that you are willing to accept the risk of loss associated with the contribution made under these Terms.

						


				



				10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
	
						
							1. Unless otherwise expressly set out herein, no any provision of these Terms shall not be treated as such that entitles you to any intellectual property rights of EMP. TJNT Global LTD. shall retain the ownership of the intellectual property rights at all times and your contribution in the Token Sale does not grant you any rights to the intellectual property rights of TJNT Global LTD. Intellectual property rights of TJNT Global LTD. includes all and any rights to any objects, inter alia, copyright and related rights, inventions, designs, patents, knowhow and confidential information, trademarks and related goodwill, trade names (whether registered or unregistered) and rights to apply for registration, and any other rights of a similar nature or having an equivalent effect anywhere in the world which currently exist or are recognized in the future; and all applications, extensions and renewals in relation to any such rights.
						


				



				11. INDEMNIFICATION
	
						
							1. To the fullest extent permitted by the applicable law, you will indemnify, defend and hold harmless the TJNT Global LTD., EMP group of companies, their respective past, present and future employees, officers, directors, contractors, consultants, attorneys, equity holders, supplies, venders, service providers, parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, representatives, predecessors, successors and assigns from and against all claims, demands, actions, damages, losses, costs and expenses (including attorney’s fees) that arise from or related to.
								your participation in the EMP Token Sale or use of EVE tokens
	your responsibilities or obligations under these Terms
	your violation of these Terms
	your violation of any rights of any other person or entity, or law or regulation applicable in the country or territory of your residence


						
	
							2. TJNT Global LTD. reserves the right to exercise sole control over the defense, at your expense, of any claim subject to indemnification under Section 11.1. This indemnity is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other indemnities set forth in a written agreement between you and TJNT Global LTD.
						


				



				12. DISCLAIMERS
	
						
							1. To The fullest extent permitted by applicable law and except as otherwise specified in a writing by us.
								Eve tokens are compensated on an “as is” and “as available” basis without warranties of any kind, and TJNT Global LTD. expressly disclaims all implied warranties as to the EVE tokens, including, but not limited to, merchantability, utility of fitness for a particular purpose, or as to the workmanship or technical coding thereof, or title and non-infringement.
	TJNT Global LTD. does not represent or warrant that EVE tokens or EMP’ smart contract is reliable, current or error-free or meet your requirements, or that defects in the EMP’ smart contract will be corrected.
	TJNT Global LTD. does not represent or warrant.
	that EVE tokens, the delivery mechanism for EVE tokens or EMP’ smart contract are free of viruses or other harmful components, (ii) the ability of anyone to purchase or use the EVE tokens, and (iii) that the process of purchasing EVE tokens, receiving EVE tokens or EMP’ smart contract will be uninterrupted or error-free or that EVE tokens or EMP’ smart contract are reliable and error-free. As a result, the purchase acknowledges and understands that the purchaser may never receive EVE tokens and may lose the entire amount purchase paid to EMP


						
	
							2. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of the information set out in these Terms, the whitepaper or the website of TJNT Global LTD. No such action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The publication, distribution or dissemination of these Terms and the whitepaper of TJNT Global LTD. does not imply that applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been complied with.
						
	
							3. Some jurisdictions do not allow for the exclusion of certain warranties or disclaimer of implied terms in contracts with consumers. If these laws apply to you, some or all of the limitations or exclusions may not apply to you, and you may have additional rights.
						


				



				13. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
	
						
							1. To the extent permitted by applicable law, neither EMP nor entities from EMP group of companies are responsible or liable for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special, exemplary, punitive or other damages (including, but not limited to, business losses, data losses or profit losses) under any legal theory arising out of or relating in any way to these Terms, EMP Token Sale or use of EMP. Your sole remedy for dissatisfaction with the purchase process is to not make a purchase. The sole and maximum liability of EMP for all damages, losses and causes of action, whether in contract, tort (including, not limited to, negligence) or otherwise, shall be the total amount paid by you for EVE tokens. The foregoing limitations will not limit or exclude liability for gross negligence, fraud, willful or reckless misconduct of EMP nor shall it limit or exclude any losses for which, as a matter of applicable law, it would be unlawful to limit or exclude liability.
						
	
							2. Some jurisdictions may not allow the limitation or exclusion of liability for incidental or consequential damages. If these laws apply to you, some or all of the limitations or exclusions may not apply to you.
						


				



				14. GOVERNING LAW. DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND ARBITRATION
	
					Please read the following section carefully because it contains certain provisions, such as a binding arbitration section and class action waiver, which affect your legal rights. This clause requires you to arbitrate certain disputes and claims with TJNT Global LTD. and limit the manner in which you can seek relief from Singapore.

						
							1. Governing Law
							These Terms will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Singapore, without regard to conflict of law rules or principles that would cause the application of the laws of any other jurisdiction. Any dispute between the parties arising out or relating to these Terms or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual dispute or claims) that is not subject to arbitration shall be exclusively resolved by the courts of Singapore.

						
	
							2. Binding Arbitration
							Except for any disputes, claims, suits, actions, causes of action, demands or proceedings (collectively, “Disputes”) in which either Party seeks injunctive or other equitable relief for the alleged unlawful use of intellectual property, including, without limitation, copyrights, trademarks, trade names, logos, trade secrets or patents, you and the TJNT Global LTD. (i) waive your and TJNT Global LTD.’s respective rights to have any and all disputes arising from or related to these Terms resolved in a court, and (ii) waive your and the TJNT Global LTD.’s respective rights to a jury trial. Instead, you and TJNT Global LTD. will arbitrate disputes through the binding arbitration (which is the referral of a dispute to one or more persons charged with reviewing the dispute and making a final and binding determination to resolve it instead of having the dispute decided by a judge or jury in court). Any dispute shall be referred to and finally resolved by arbitration under the Rules of the Singapore Court of International Arbitration in force on the date on which the arbitration is commenced, which Rules are deemed to be incorporated by reference into these Terms. The seat of the arbitration shall be Singapore. The language of the arbitration shall be English. Any award of the tribunal shall be final and binding from the day it is made. The tribunal shall consist of three arbitrators. Each party hereto shall nominate one arbitrator. In the event that either of the two parties hereto fails to nominate an arbitrator within 30 days after the commencement of the arbitration proceedings, then the Singapore Court of International Arbitration shall nominate an arbitrator on behalf of the party or parties hereto which have failed to nominate an arbitrator. The third arbitrator, who shall be the presiding arbitrator, shall be nominated by the two party-nominated arbitrators within 30 days of the last of their appointments. The parties hereto agree to keep confidential all matters relating to the arbitration, including related court proceedings, to the greatest extent practicable.

						
	
							3. No Class Arbitrations. Class Actions or Representative Actions
							Any Dispute arising out of or related to these Terms is personal to you and TJNT Global LTD. and will be resolved solely through individual arbitration and will not be brought as a class arbitration, class action or any other type of representative proceeding. There will be no class arbitration or arbitration in which an individual attempt to resolve a dispute as a representative of another individual or group of individuals. Further, a dispute cannot be brought as a class or other type of representative action, whether within or outside of arbitration, or on behalf of any other individual or group of individuals.

						
	
							4. Notice: Informal Dispute Resolution
							Each party will notify the other party in writing of any arbitrable or small claims dispute within thirty (30) days of the date it arises, so that the parties can attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute informally. Notice to TJNT Global LTD. shall be sent by e-mail to the TJNT Global LTD at [email protected]. Notice to you shall be sent by email to the email address you provide to us when you participated in the EMP Token Sale. Your notice must include, (i) your name, postal address, email address and telephone number, (ii) a description in reasonable detail of the nature or basis of the dispute, and (iii) the specific relief that you are seeking. If you and TJNT Global LTD. cannot agree how to resolve the dispute within thirty (30) days after the date notice is received by the applicable party, then either you and TJNT Global LTD. may, as appropriate and in accordance with this Section 14, commence an arbitration proceeding or, to the extent specifically provided for in Section 14(a), file a claim in court.

						
	
							5. Authority of Arbitrator
							The arbitrator will have (i) the exclusive authority and jurisdiction to make all procedural and substantive decisions regarding a Dispute, including the determination of whether a dispute is arbitrable, and (ii) the authority to grant any remedy that would otherwise be available in court; provided, however, that the arbitrator does not have the authority to conduct a class arbitration or a representative action, which is prohibited by these Terms. The arbitrator may only conduct an individual arbitration and may not consolidate more than one individual’s claims, preside over any type of class or representative proceeding or preside over any proceeding involving more than one individual.

						


				



				15. SEVERABILITY
	
						
							1. If any terms, clause or provision of these Terms is held unlawful, void or unenforceable, then that term, clause or provision will be severable from these Terms and will not affect the validity or enforceability of any remaining part of that term.
						


				



				16. DATA PROTECTION
	
						
							1. You may be required to provide certain information and documents, inter alia, your name, photo, date of birth, ID, address, token receipt address, source of funds used for participation in the EMP Token Sale, other documents or information (“personal data”)..
						
	
							2. TJNT Global LTD. will not disclose your personal data except as expressly permitted under these Terms or the privacy policy of TJNT Global LTD. and otherwise only with your prior consent. However, TJNT Global LTD. may be required to disclose your personal data or other information about you to the extent required by applicable law or by an order or a court or competent governmental or regulatory authority.
						
	
							3. TJNT Global LTD. shall process your personal data in accordance with the data protection law and the privacy policy of TJNT Global LTD., as amended. Please review the privacy policy, which are incorporated herein by the reference, to understand how TJNT Global LTD. collects, uses and shares your information.
						


				



				17. MISCELLANEOUS
	
						
							1. Amendments
							TJNT Global LTD. may amend these Terms from time to time, including where there are changes to the intended functionality of EVE token or as may be otherwise required by applicable law or regulatory requirements to which we are subject. If TJNT Global LTD. makes any amendments to these Terms, TJNT Global LTD. will publish a notice together with the updated Terms on the website and will change the “Last Updated” date at the top of these Terms. Any amended Terms shall become effective and valid immediately upon the publication of such notice and updated Terms on the website. It is your responsibility to regularly check the TJNT Global LTD.’s website for any such notices and updated Terms.

						
	
							2. severability
							If any term, clause or provision of this Agreement is held unlawful, void or unenforceable, then that term, clause or provision will be severable from this Agreement and will not affect the validity or enforceability of any remaining part of that term, clause or provision, or any other term, clause or provision of this Agreement.

						
	
							3. Entire Agreement
							These Terms, including the exhibits attached hereto and documents incorporated herein by reference, constitute the entire agreement between you and TJNT Global LTD. and supersede all prior or contemporaneous agreements and understanding, both written and oral, between you and TJNT Global LTD. with respect to the subject matter hereof, including, but not limited to, any public or other statements or presentations made by EMP, any entity from its group of companies, another representative, agent etc. about the EVE token or EMP. Headings are for information purposes only.

						
	
							4. Force Majeure
							You understand and agree that EMP shall be liable and disclaims all liability to you in connection with any force majeure event, which include, inter alia, acts of God, labor dispute or other industrial disturbances; electrical, telecommunications, hardware, software or other utility failures; software or smart contract bugs or weaknesses; earthquakes, storm or other nature related events; blockage, embargoes, riots, acts or orders of governments; acts of terrorism or war; technological change; changes in interest rates or other monetary conditions; or other matters beyond the reasonable control of EMP, including changes to any blockchain-related protocol.

						
	
							5. Assignment
							You may not assign or transfer any of your rights or obligations under these Terms without prior written consent from EMP, including by operation of law or in connection with any change of control. EMP may assign or transfer these Terms, any or all of its rights under these Terms, in whole or in part, without obtaining your consent or approval.

						
	
							6. Waiver
							Failure or delay in exercising any right, power or privilege under these Terms shall not operate as a waiver thereof. All waivers by EMP must be unequivocal and in writing to be effective.

						
	
							7. Language
							If all terms set forth in these Terms are translated into a language other than English, the English version shall prevail.

						


				



				EXHIBIT  A.
	
					[Intended function of EVE token in EMP]

					EMP is in the process of undertaking a legal and regulatory analysis of the functionality of EVE token. Based on the result of such analysis we may amend the intended functionality of EVE token in order to ensure compliance with regulatory and legal requirements to which EMP is subject. In the course of development of EMP, due to possible modifications of EMP, regulatory actions, changes in the laws, positions of regulatory authorities, changes of EMP; business, the functionality of EVE token may be alerted. In this case, TJNT Global LTD. shall publish a notice on the website. Please make sure to regularly check the website for any such notices.

					The EVE tokens are used on EMP and shall be the only token issued to the participant during the EMP Token Sale. EVE tokens will be an essential utility for the users of EMP as they will enable interaction within EMP and will act as the main driver of EMP.

					EVE tokens will not have any utility or functionality outside of EMP. Although it is possible that a secondary market could develop for trading EVE tokens, EMP will not create such secondary markets, nor will it act as an exchange for EVE tokens. Even if a secondary market for EVE tokens is developed, it will not be run or operated by EMP.

					


					EVE tokes shall be allocated as follows.


						Token Sale (ICO) : 30%
	Founder & Team : 20%
	Partners & Advisor : 10%
	Bounty Program : 5%
	Reserve Fund : 35%


				



				EXHIBIT  B. RISKS RELATED TO THE TOKEN SALE
	
					Please read this Exhibit B carefully. Participation in the Token Sale carries substantial risk and may involve special risks that could lead to a loss of all or a substantial portion of contribution. If you are in any doubt as to the action you should take, you should consult your legal, financial, tax or other professional advisor and refrain from contributing to the EVE Token Sale.

						
							1. No potential Use
							As of the date hereof, the EVE token has no known potential uses outside of EMP and is not permitted to be sold or otherwise traded on third-party exchanges.

						
	
							2. Risk of loss
							Do not participate in the Token Sale unless you are prepared to lose the entire amount you contributed for purchasing EVE tokens. EVE tokens should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes with expectation of making a profit or immediate resale.

							No promises of future performance or value are or will be made with respect to EVE tokens, including no promise of continuing payments, no promise of intrinsic value and no guarantee that EVE tokens will hold any certain value. Unless prospective participants fully understand and accept the nature of EMP and the potential risks in EVE tokens, they should not participate in the Token Sale.

						
	
							3. Third Party Data
							The website, EMP’s whitepaper or other material include reference to third-party data and industry publications. EMP believes that this industry data is accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are reasonable; however, there are no assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of this data. Although the data are believed to be reliable, EMP has not independently verified any of the data from third-party sources referred to in this whitepaper or ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such source.

						
	
							4. Legal Uncertainty
							EMP is in the process of undertaking a legal and regulatory analysis of the functionality of EVE tokens. Following the conclusion of this analysis, EMP may decide to amend the intended functionality of EVE tokens in order to ensure compliance with any legal or regulatory requirements to which it is subject. In the event that EMP decides to amend the intended functionality of EVE tokens, EMP will update the relevant contents of its whitepaper, of these Terms and upload the latest version of the documents to the website. EVE tokens could be impacted by regulatory action, including potential restrictions on the ownership, use, or possession of such tokens, which may demand that the structure or application of EVE tokens be altered, all or in part. EMP may revise mechanics to comply with regulatory requirements. Nevertheless, EMP believes that it has taken all commercially reasonable steps to ensure that its planned mechanics are proper and in compliance with currently considered regulations.

							EMP’ intended activities are subject to various laws and regulations in the countries where it operates or intends to operate. EMP might be obliged to obtain different licenses or other permissive documents in each jurisdiction where it intends to operate its business, therefore, EMP’ business in such jurisdictions shall always be subject to obtaining such licenses or permissive documents, if so directed by applicable laws. There is a risk that certain activities may be deemed in violation of any such law or regulation. Penalties for any such potential violation would be unknown. Additionally, changes in applicable laws or regulations or evolving interpretations of existing law could, in certain circumstances, result in increased compliance costs or capital expenditures, which could affect EMP’ ability to carry on the business model and the EVE tokens model proposed in this whitepaper.

						
	
							5. Forward looking statements
							EMP’ whitepaper, content of EMP’ website, Exhibit A of these Terms, press releases, public statements etc. may contain forward looking statements, i.e. statements related to future events. Forward looking statements often address the expected future business and financial performance of EMP, the performance and effectiveness of EMP, often contain words such as “expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “believe”, “will”, “would”, “ultimately”. All statements regarding EMP’ financial position, business strategies, plans, future functionality of EMP, EVE token and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which EMP is in, are forward-looking statements. Such forward looking statements by their nature address matters that are, to different degrees, uncertain. EMP undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this whitepaper. EMP cannot guarantee that any forward-looking statements made by it or expected results of operation of EMP will correlate with the actual future facts or results. You must understand that EMP may not have all of the expected functionality. EMP does not take any responsibility in regard to the functional capabilities of EMP, which is provided “as is”.

						
	
							6. Risk of theft
							EMP will make every effort to ensure that the funds received from the Token Sale are securely stored and held. Notwithstanding the aforesaid, there is no assurance that there will be no theft of the cryptocurrencies as a result of hacks, sophisticated cyber-attacks, distributed denials of service(DDos) or errors, vulnerabilities or defects on EMP’ website, in the smart contract(s) on which the escrow wallet and the Token Sale rely, on the Ethereum or any other blockchain, other sites, or otherwise. Such events may include, for example, flaws in programming or source code leading to exploitation or abuse thereof. In such event, even if the Token Sale is completed, EMP may not be able to receive the cryptocurrencies raised or may not be able to use such funds for the development of EMP. In such case, the development and launch of EMP might be temporarily or permanently curtailed. As such, distributed EVE tokens may hold little worth or value.

						
	
							7. Technological risks
							An open-source development comes with risks related to hacking and cyber-attacks that can cause a negative impact. To mitigate that risks the team will be allocating resources in auditions and security tests, to ensure the platform’s safety.

						
	
							8. Risks related to the functioning of EMP
							EMP shall be operated by another entity from EMP’ group of companies, and any events or circumstances which adversely affect such entity or any of its successor operating entities may have a corresponding adverse effect on EMP. Such adverse effects would correspondingly have an impact on EVE tokens.
EMP may experience system failures, unplanned interruptions in its network or services, hardware or software defects, security breaches or other causes that could adversely affect Every Media blockchain Platform

						
	
							9. No warranty
							EMP does not make, or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to any entity or individual, including any representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the truth, accuracy, and completeness of any of the information set out in EMP’ whitepaper, on the Website or in other materials.

						
	
							10. Unanticipated risks arising from the EVE tokens
							Cryptographic tokens such as the EVE token are a relatively new and dynamic technology. In addition to the risks included in the above, there are other risks associated with your purchase, holding and use of EVE tokens, including those that EMP cannot anticipate. Such risks may further appear as unanticipated variations or combinations of the risks discussed above

						


				


		

	




















